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Abstract— Formula to calculate the capacitance of a
capacitor only gives us the value due to direct fields
only. But there also exist a field on the edges of the
capacitive devices called as fringing field. In this
paper we proposed a more accurate model to
compute the effect fringing field on capacitance. We
found that the devices with minimum gap produce
more capacitance and the effect of fringing field
travel more distance.
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I.

II. MODEL DEFINITION
Figure 1 shows the capacitor consisting of 2 metal
discs during a spherical volume of air. The
dimensions of the sphere truncates the modeling
space. This model studies the dimensions of this air
domain and its impact upon the capacitance.
Geometry design To analyze the impact of fringing
field during a capacitance, we've got design a 2
capacitive models one could be a rectangular model
and another could be a circular model with
completely different gap between the plates of the
capacitance.

INTRODUCTION
A).Circular model design steps.

A typical capacitor consists of 2 conductive objects
with a dielectric in between them. Applying the
voltage difference between the plates result in electric
field. This field exists not simply directly between the
conductive objects, however extends a long way
away, a development called a fringing field. To
accurately predict the capacitance of a condenser, the
domain wont to model the fringing field should be
sufficiently massive, and therefore the acceptable
boundary conditions should be used. This instance
models a parallel plate capacitor in air and studies the
dimensions of the air domain. The selection of
condition is additionally self-addressed.

• Geometry Design
To analyze the effect of fringing field in a
capacitance, we have design a two capacitive models
one is a rectangular model and another is a circular
model with different gap between the plates of the
capacitance.
A). Circular model designsteps

Figure 2: first circular plate.

First we tend to draw a cylinder with radius of ten um
and height of 0.5 um as shown in above figure.

Figure 1: A straightforward capacitor consisting of 2 metal discs
in an air domain.
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Figure 3: Second circular plate.
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Then we tend to draw another cylinder of same
dimension as 1st cylinder with a gap of four um
between the each cylinder.

Figure 7: Second rectangular plate.

Figure 4: Air domain.

Then we tend to draw an air domain sphere
with fifteen um radius, to investigate the fringing
field impact of capacitor.

Then we draw another block of same dimension as
first cylinder with a gap of 4 um between the both
blocks.

Figure 5: Final Model Geometry.

Figure 8: Air domain.

Figure 5 shows the final model design, the outer
sphere shows the air domain and the inner two
circular plates act as capacitor.

Then we draw an air domain sphere with 15 um
radius, to analyze the fringing field effect of capacitor.

B). Rectangular Plate Model

Figure .6: first rectangular plate.
Figure 9: Final Model Geometry.

First we draw a block with length and width of 10 um
and height of 0.5 um as shown in above figure.
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Figure 9 shows the ultimate model design, the outer
sphere shows the air domain and therefore
the inner 2 block plates act as capacitor.
• Applying Material
Both the models are created of excellent conductors.
The capacitor consisting of 2 metal discs during
a spherical volume of air. The dimensions of the
sphere truncates the modeling space. This model
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studies the dimensions of this air domain and
its impact upon the capacitance.
• Applying Physics
One of the plates is nominative as ground, with a
voltage of zero V. the opposite plate incorporates a
nominative
voltage
of one V. it's solely the distinction within the voltage
between these plates that affects the capacitance and
field strength; the voltage itself is unfair.

Meshing could be a technique to differentiate the
model into smaller elements.
III. RESULTS
A).Models with 2 um gap:
Electric Field in cylindrical model with two um is
shown in figure 12. The electrical field for the
cases wherever the air sphere boundary is treated
as dead insulating is given 526 KV/m and 527
KV/m for dead conducting, severally. The fields
terminate otherwise on the boundaries of the air
sphere.

Figure 10: Terminal plate.

The air sphere boundary is thought of inconcert of 2
completely different physical situations: It is treated
as a superbly insulating surface, across that charge
cannot distribute itself, or as a superbly conducting
surface, over that the potential won't vary. The
modeling realization of the perfectly insulating
surface is that the Zero Charge condition. This
boundary condition conjointly implies that the
electrical field lines are tangential to the boundary.
The modeling realization of the superbly conducting
surface is that the Floating Potential condition. This
condition fixes the voltage of all of the boundaries of
the sphere to a continuing, however unknown, worth
that's computed throughout the solution. The
condition conjointly implies that the electrical field
lines are perpendicular to the boundary.
•

Figure 12: The electric field norm (multislices) and electric field
(arrows) for the case of the Floating Potential boundary condition
of Circular model with gap 2 um.

The Electric Field in rectangular model with 2 um
gap is shown in figure four.13. The electrical field for
the cases wherever the air sphere boundary is treated
as dead insulating is given 680KV/m and 728KV/m
for dead conducting, severally.

Meshing

Figure 13 The electric field norm (multislices) and electric field
(arrows) for the Rectangular model with gap 2 um.

Figure 11: Meshing.
Dividing the
complete model
smaller elements to any solve

in
it further.
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Figure 14 and 15 severally for circular and
rectangular compares the capacitance values of the
device with relevance air sphere radius for the
two boundary
conditions.
The
figure conjointly plots the common of the two values.
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Notice that all 3 capacitance calculations converge
to constant worth because the radius grows. In
observe, it's usually comfortable to model alittle air
sphere with the electrical insulation and floating
potential boundary conditions and to require the
common of the two.

terminate otherwise on the boundaries of the air
sphere.

Figure 14: Capacitance of Circular model with gap 2 um.

Figure 16: The electric field norm (multislices) and electric field
(arrows) for the case of the Floating Potential boundary condition
of Circular model with gap 1 um.

The capacitance for the floating potential is larger
than the 1.48 fF and therefore the zero charge
capacitance is a smaller amount than 1.31 fF and
therefore the average worth of is given by 1.4 fF for
the circular model with 2 um gap.

The Electric Field in rectangular model with one um
gap is shown in figure 17. The electrical field for the
cases wherever the air sphere boundary is treated as
dead insulating is given 1.11MV/m and 1.14MV/m
for dead conducting, severally.

Figure 15: Capacitance of Rectangular model with gap 2 um.

Convergence of the device capacitance because the
size of the encircling air sphere is raised. Electrical
insulation and stuck voltage boundary conditions
converge to constant result. The common of the two
is additionally plotted in figure 14 and 15 for circular
and rectangular severally. The capacitance for the
floating potential is larger than the 2.18 fF and
therefore the zero charge capacitance is a smaller
amount than 1.86 fF and therefore the average worth
of the 2 is given by 2.02 fF for the rectangular model
with two um gap.
B). Models with one um gap:
Electric Field in cylindrical model with one um is
shown in figure four.16. The electrical field for the
cases wherever the air sphere boundary is treated
as dead insulating is given 111KV/m and 111KV/m
for dead conducting, severally.
The
fields
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Figure 17 The electric field norm (multislices) and electric field
(arrows) for the Rectangular model with gap 1 um.

Figure 16 and17 severally for circular and rectangular
compares the capacitance values of the device with
relevance air sphere radius for the two boundary
conditions. The figure conjointly plots the common
of the two values. Notice that all 3 capacitance
calculations converge to constant value because the
radius grows. In observe, it's usually comfortable to
model alittle air sphere with the electrical insulation
and floating potential boundary conditions and to
require the common of the two.
Figure 16 and17 severally for circular and rectangular
compares the capacitance values of the device with
relevance air sphere radius for the two boundary
conditions. The figure conjointly plots the common
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of the two values. Notice that all 3 capacitance
calculations converge to constant value because the
radius grows. In observe, it's usually comfortable to
model alittle air sphere with the electrical insulation
and floating potential boundary conditions and to
require the common of the two.

wherever the air sphere boundary is treated as dead
insulating is given 0.422MV/m and 0.424MV/m for
dead conducting, severally. The fields terminate
otherwise on the boundaries of the air sphere.

Figure 18: Capacitance of Circular model with gap 1 um.

Figure 20: The electric field norm (multislices) and electric field
(arrows) for the case of the Floating Potential boundary condition
of Circular model with gap 1 um.

The capacitance for the floating potential is larger
than the 3.46 fF and therefore the zero charge
capacitance is a smaller amount than 3.33 fF and
therefore the average worth of the 2 is given by 3.9
fF for the circular model with one um gap.

The Electric Field in rectangular model with four um
gap is shown in figure 21. The electrical field for the
cases wherever the air sphere boundary is treated
as dead insulating
is
given 0.38 and 0.382
for dead conducting, severally.

Figure 19: Capacitance of Rectangular model with gap 1 um.

Convergence of the device capacitance because the
size of the encircling air sphere is raised. Electrical
insulation and stuck voltage boundary conditions
converge to constant result. The common of the two
is additionally planned in figure 18 and 19 for
circular and rectangular severally. The capacitance
for the floating potential is larger than the 4.42 fF and
therefore the zero charge capacitance is a smaller
amount than 4.18 fF and therefore the average worth
of the 2 is given by 4.3 fF for the rectangular model
with one um gap.

C). Models with four um gap:
Electric Field in cylindrical model with four um is
shown in figure 20. The electrical field for the cases
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Figure 21 The electric field norm (multislices) and electric field
(arrows) for the Rectangular model with gap 4 um.

Figure 20 and 21 severally for circular and
rectangular compares the capacitance values of the
device with relevance air sphere radius for the two
boundary conditions. The figure conjointly plots the
common of the 2values. Notice that all 3 capacitance
calculations converge to constant value because the
radius grows. In observe, it's usually comfortable to
model alittle air sphere with the electrical insulation
and floating potential boundary conditions and to
require the common of the two.
Figure 20 and 21 severally for circular and
rectangular compares the capacitance values of the
device with relevance air sphere radius for the two
boundary conditions. The figure conjointly plots the
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common of the 2values. Notice that all 3 capacitance
calculations converge to constant value because the
radius grows. In observe, it's usually comfortable to
model alittle air sphere with the electrical insulation
and floating potential boundary conditions and to
require the common of the two.

difference on these plates results in an electric field.
This field exists not simply directly between the
conductive plates, however extends a long way away,
a development called a fringing field. We proposed a
model to accurately compute the effect of fringing
field for different types of circular and rectangular
geometries. We concluded that geometries with 1um
gap between plates produces maximum fringing
fields in the outer radius of the devices. This model
gives more accurate values of the capacitance of
devices, which are difficult to calculate by given
formulas as they can only calculate direct fringing.
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